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Jane Yellowrock has her hands full in the latest novel in the New York Times best-selling series that

captures "the essence of urban fantasy" (SF Site). Slaying vampires is child's play for skinwalker

Jane Yellowrock. But handling the complicated politics of New Orleans' supernatural players is

another story.... Jane is keeping the peace between visiting groups of witches and vamps in the city,

but then trouble comes knocking on her door. When her house is magically attacked, the wild chase

to find her assailants unearths a mystery that has literally been buried deep. A missing master

vampire, presumed long deceased, is found chained in a pit...undead, raving mad, and in the

company of two human bodies. Now it's up to Jane to find out who kept the vampire hidden for so

long and why, because the incident could tip already high supernatural tensions to an all-out arcane

war.
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The action starts immediately in Shadow Rites, book #10 of the Jane Yellowrock series. A magical

attack on her house throws Jane into high gear as she tries to find and fight the two witches who are

responsible before the Witch Conclave happens to avoid it turning into a major disaster. Jane has

fought magic users before; however, it seems that a lot of residual magic has built up in her body

causing some issues. So this fun new complication related to all the whammies Jane has sustained

from previous encounters with supernatural spells adds new challenges to Janeâ€™s abilities.When

Jane Yellowrock lets fly with some cuss words, you know things are getting dire. One of the enemy



witches has been drinking a lot of powerful vampire blood which is a Bad Thing. Jane meets one of

her toughest challenges with the witch in question, and her mother, who are trying to sabotage the

Witch Conclave where they are about to reach an accord with Leo. This is essential before the Euro

vamps show up since it is likely they will try a takeover of Leoâ€™s territory. The two uber powerful

witches keep causing havoc for Jane and her security crews as well as Leo and his vamps. Jane

has a houseful of help when Molly and Evan show up with their own scarily powerful daughter,

Angie, and little Evan. It will take all of them to prevent an all-out war from happening because if Leo

goes down, Jane knows things will be bleak once the Europeans finally arrive.One thing you have to

say for Leo: he is consistent. As in he consistently goes after â€œmy Janeâ€• with his â€œvamp

hunting purr that made Beast sit up and purr back.â€• He speaks to her with pointed innuendo while

always trying to seduce Jane into his bed: â€œYou make the chase so delightful.

I'm writing an early review so will be careful just how much I say. This the tenth book sees Jane

moving on with her life and finally giving George aka Bruiser a chance. I'm not sure that she's ready

for the l word but she is trying to heal from past hurts and the feelings of mistrust. Now this wouldn't

be a Jane Yellowrock book if the suspense and action didn't drive it and boy is this such an intense

ride.Jane is still an Enforcer working for Master of the City Leo but as this story begins there's a

huge logistical and security challenge. The Witches have agreed to parley with the Vampires but

you just know that not everyone wants agreement and peace. To add even more pressure a

powerful spell manages to get into Janes home leaving something behind that's not exactly tangible

but proves to be deadly. First things first protect Leo, second track down the source of the magical

attack and when that happens long dead ( or undead) secrets come to light. Just who is targeting

Jane and how does it all tie in with the Witch Conclave?O I do love this series and urge other

readers to get on board and please read in order. This series is fabulous urban fantasy that

unbelievably just keeps getting even wilder. So much has changed since the beginning and yes

Jane and her Beast are as protective as ever but it's wonderful seeing her inner circle grow as a

family truly is formed. That obviously makes her worry but these guys have got each other's backs. I

know many readers want more of a settled romantic life for Jane but it's clear to this reader that the

author much prefers tying her characters up in knots. This makes for a non stop thrilling ride that

has you guessing with predators stalking prey and then leaves you breathless! Yes sometimes even

Jane can become prey.
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